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By Tilly Branson 

  
Aunting is a new show about the much-overlooked importance of being an auntie, and having               
aunties. In 2017 I became an auntie, and on the same day I met my niece for the first time I also                      
inherited a box of intriguing possessions which had belonged to a late great aunt (and had been                 
gathering dust in my dad’s attic!). I had remembered my great aunt as scary and distant, but                 
have since discovered her to be an awesome aunting role model. Somewhere between an              
episode of Who Do You Think You Are, a campaign meeting, and a love letter to my niece,                  
Aunting is a part-autobiographical and part-imagined show for studios and rural touring. The             
central thread running through the show is my story of how becoming an auntie initially turned                
my life upside down, forcing me to confront my shame and society’s prejudices around my               
choice not to have children, but ultimately inspiring me to speak up for women like me, and                 
advocate for the importance of aunts, ensuring that positive aunting stories are being told. 
  
Aunting is softly radical – on the surface it’s about Aunts, but the underlying message is about                 
celebrating and recognising people who choose to stray from the roles and paths expected of               
them, instead living diagonal lives. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Copy 

Ever wondered why people get cards and congratulations when they become parents or             
grandparents, but not when they become aunties? And why only the horizontal and vertical lines               
on family trees get inked in? 
 
“Bun was the auntie of Mathilda. Mathilda is the auntie of Juno. There are three women in this                  
story and the line that joins them is diagonal” 
  
I want to lead you along a zig zagging path down the diagonal lines, jumping between different                 
worlds: my honest confessions about becoming an auntie, sidestepping into imagined worlds            
where women who don’t want children are ‘fixed’, evil aunties in Roald Dahl books rebel and                
rewrite their stories, and a dystopian world where aunties fed up with mistreatment are meeting               
in secret, planning a radical uprising.  
 
Tilly has never wanted her own children, but thinks being an auntie is the best thing in the world,                   
and the most important and precious job she’s ever had. Join her as she investigates the clues                 
left behind for her by her eccentric and pioneering late great aunt, and creates a manifesto for                 
aunties to be recognised as important role models in the lives of children and adults. 
 

 
 

Background 

Tilly became an auntie in 2017, and on the same day she travelled from Nottingham to                
Newcastle to meet her niece Juno for the first time, she inherited a box of possessions that had                  
belonged to a late great aunt who had died when she was 20, which had been gathering dust in                   
her dad’s attic. She remembered her Great Auntie Bun as eccentric, distant and a bit scary, but                 
she recently learnt what an amazing, pioneering life she led, training as a surgeon at a time                 
when that was almost unheard of for women, never marrying or having children, and spending               
her retirement travelling the world. As she researched more and more about her life she started                
to look to her for lessons about what kind of auntie she wanted to be for Juno. 
  



The more time she spent researching Aunting, the more aware she became of the lack of                
people talking about the importance of aunts – not just being an auntie, but also having aunts                 
(blood related and honorary), and being a parent whose children have aunts. She learnt that as                
an aunt you have no legal rights. She also realised that there’s a wealth of negative stereotypes                 
of – especially childless – aunts in popular culture and fiction. (Roald Dahl and David Walliams                
have a lot to answer for!). She started to imagine alternate universes where fictional aunts are                
coming off the pages to protest and demand to rewrite their stories, and where she has started                 
an underground resistance movement called The Aunthood. 
 
 

Development so far 

 

Aunting has had an initial period of ACE funded R&D, supported by In Good Company,               
Nottingham Playhouse, ARC and Hull Truck, which mainly focussed on writing the            
autobiographical parts of the script. We are currently writing an over 15K bid for the next stage                 
of making the show. This second stage will involve finishing the script, and adding a second                
performer and making the show, as well as an accompanying podcast, which will support Tilly’s               
mission to spread more positive conversations and stories about the importance of aunts.             
Having a second performer, as well as a full creative team will allow us to develop the show into                   
a more theatrical style rather than being a lecture style one person autobiographical show.              
Aunting is about intergenerational relationships and the second performer will be a woman at              
least one generation older than Tilly. 
  
Tilly is currently working with dramaturg Luca Rutherford (Learning How To Die, Luca             
Rutherford's Political Party), Producers Hannah Stone and Ria Ashcroft (The Gramophones,           
The Party Somewhere Else), and writing mentor Amanda Whittington (Be My Baby, The Thrill of               
Love, Ladies’ Day). Bringing on board a design team will allow Tilly to develop the aesthetic of                 
the show, (but we already know diagonals will feature heavily!). 
  
We are planning to make the show in summer 2020, and do preview performances in               
September. It will then be available for touring in 2021. 
 



  

 

 

Audiences 
Tilly has shared work in progress 9 times as part of her R&D, including as part of China Plate’s                   
First Bite and Hull Truck’s Grow Festival, and the feedback she consistently gets is “thank you                
for talking about this”.  
 
“I knew I needed to tell this story but I’ve been taken aback by the numbers of people who want                    
to come and talk to me afterwards about being an auntie, and tell me about their aunts, and                  
their children’s aunts. I want women like me who come to see Aunting to leave feeling that their                  
story is finally being told; and I want other audiences to leave feeling inspired and with a resolve                  
to value aunts in their lives and the lives of their children. I will invite people to create their own                    
Aunting manifestos for how they will be aunts and/or how they will value the importance of                
aunties.” (Tilly Branson) 
  
She’s had some lovely feedback quotes from audiences, but her favourite response was the              
women who pulled her aside at a different event to say that seeing the very first extract she ever                   
shared had made her a better auntie. 
 

What audiences have said 

 

“Tilly has hit on something really special here - a key relationship in the lives of so many but one                    
that is either overlooked or represented by negative stereotypes. Whether you’re an aunt, you              
have an aunt or you’ve ever encountered anyone else’s aunt, in person or in fiction, this show                 
will cast new light on what that relationship is, and how we value it. Or undervalue it. I’ve joined                   
the aunting movement and strongly recommend you do too” - Annabel Turpin, Chief Executive,              
ARC Stockton 

 



“Warmth oozed from every line. So touching and wonderful to see this, very important and               
under celebrated. So refreshing to see work about/by a woman choosing not to be a mother” 
 
“Your show has made me a better auntie” 
 
“Moving, surprising, utterly engaging and thought provoking. I’m hungry for more of your             
auntie’s adventures and intriguing lists” 

 
“Such warmth and tenderness, effortlessly poignant. Can’t wait to see how this piece             
develops!”  

 
“I had no idea what I was coming to but found myself crying with tears of laughter and                  
sadness”  

 
“demonstrated an unusual honesty and bravery that is rare”  
 
“I wanted to come and speak to you tonight to say just how much I was moved by your                   
performance but in truth I was too moved to be able to talk about it and I think I’d have had a cry                       
if I’d tried to tell you how utterly affecting it was for me. I thought it was clever, witty, honest,                    
moving, true, heart warming and heart breaking.” 
  

What we are looking for 

 

● To build relationships with venues that are interested in the show 
● Commissioning money 
● Support in Kind- i.e. space for both writing residency weeks and rehearsals, tech             

support, marketing support etc 
● Support developing an audience engagement strand 
● Bookings in the midlands for a preview tour in September 2020 
● Bookings across the UK for 2021 

  

Contact 

 
Bookings, logistics, offers of support- Hannah Stone, Producer        
stonehannahlucy@gmail.com or 07929168436 or Ria Ashcroft riaangelaashcroft@gmail.com or        
07980609991 
 
Artistic queries- Tilly Branson tillybranson@gmail.com or 07780996401 
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